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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

French fashion house Louis Vuitton has opened its first caf and restaurant within a store, picking its newly
inaugurated Osaka Midosuji shop in Japan as the location to add a new twist to its business model.

Caf V is the brand's first cafe and Sugalabo V its first restaurant, offering Franco-Japanese cuisine in a setting
designed by architects Jun Aoki and Peter Marino, who is a longtime choice for Louis Vuitton interiors.

With this initiative, Louis Vuitton follows fellow LVMH brand Dior in opening a caf. A Dior store opened in 2015 in
the South Korean capital of Seoul came along with Caf Dior, operated by pastry chef Pierre Herm and serving
seasonal drinks and sweets such as macarons and chocolates (see story).

Interior of the Louis  Vuitton Osaka Midosuji flagship s tore in Japan. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

Food for thought
The two dining spots will occupy the top floor of the new Osaka store.

Caf V encompasses a vast terrace, bar and the exclusive Cocoon Room. There is also a discreetly concealed door
to the Sugalabo V restaurant.
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Sugalabo V in Louis  Vuitton's  newly opened Osaka Midosuji s tore is  the brand's  firs t res taurant. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

Restaurants in stores are not new. Bloomingdale's and Bergdorf Goodman in New York, and Harrods and
Selfridges in London have long had dining options on their premises.

Indeed, Harrods is even investing more in its dining services to attract tourists and locals.

But beyond department stores is where the interest in restaurants has spiked: monobrand luxury stores that seek to
keep customers longer in stores, either making it a destination for the meal itself, taking a break while shopping or
even as a standalone extension to the brand.

Ralph Lauren many years ago opened RL in Chicago and the Polo Bar in New York, as well as Ralph's in London.
Tiffany, soon to join LVMH's empire, has its expanding Blue Box Caf line of restaurants and Giorgio Armani has its
own Ristorante Armani on premises in New York.

While the brands host the restaurants, they typically outsource management and operations to professional caterers
and chefs.

This is the case with Caf V and Sugalabo V, both of which are overseen by Japanese chef Yasuke Suga, a protg of Jol
Robuchon, whose Tokyo restaurant Sugalabo topped La Liste's 2019 world's best restaurants ranking.



 

Louis  Vuitton Maison Osaka Midosuji flagship s tore. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

JAPAN IS not a new market to Louis Vuitton. The brand opened its first store in Tokyo in 1918.

Bathed in natural daylight to let the city views in, the sea inspired the new store in Osaka Midosuji. Billowing sails of
traditional Higaki-Kaisen cargo ships on the exterior pay tribute to the city's nautical importance.

Mr. Marino designed the interiors as a conversation between Louis Vuitton and Japan.

The store's four levels boast traditional woodwork, origami washi paper, large halls and intimate spaces, and 20
contemporary artworks featuring alongside the Louis Vuitton's vintage trunks.
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